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UNIT I – SOIL CLASSIFICATION AND COMPACTION 

 

Part A -2 Mark Questions & Answers 

1. Define soil? 

Weakly cemented accumulation of mineral and organic particles and sediments found 

above the bedrock, or unconsolidated material consisting of discrete solid particles with fluid 

or gas in the voids. 

2. Define Soil Mechanics. 

According to (ASTM) Soil Mechanics it is define as the application of the laws and 

principles of mechanics and hydraulics to engineering problems dealing with soil as an 

engineering material. 

3. List the Main Types of Soils 

The types of soil are 

Granular :  gravel, sand, (silt) 

Cohesive :  (silt), clay 

Organic  :  marsh soil, peat, coal, tar sand 

Man-Made :  mine tailings, landfill waste, ash, and Aggregates. 

4. Draw the phase diagram 

 

 
 

5. Define soil Index 

 

 
Where, 

emax  =  maximum void ratio corresponding to the loosest state, 

emin  =  minimum void ratio corresponding to the densest state, and 

e  =  void ratio of the sample. 

6. Give an empirical correlation between PSD and permeability. 

An empirical correlation between PSD and permeability has been developed  

k = c (D10)2 cm/s 
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Where 100 < c < 150 Developed by Hazen for uniform, loose, clean sands and gravels. 

7. Define degree of saturation. 

The degree of saturation is defined as the ratio of volume of water to the volume of 

voids. 

 

8. Define Void Ratio 

The void ratio of a soil is defined as the ratio of volume of voids to the volume of 

solids. 

9. Define specific gravity. 

It is defined as the ratio of the mass of a given volumes of solid gains to the mass of 

equal volume of water at the same temperature 

10. Define Density 

The density of a substance is the mass per unit volume of that substance. For water 

this is denoted by w, and its value is about 1000 kg/m3. Small deviations from this value 

may occur due to temperature differences or variations in salt content. In soil mechanics 

these are often of minor importance, and it is often considered accurate enough to assume 

that  w = 1000 kg/m3. 

11. Define water content. 

The water content is another useful parameter, especially for clays. It has been used in 

the previous chapter. By definition the water content w is the ratio of the weight (or mass) of 

the water and the solids 

W = Ww / Wp. 

12. What are the factors that affect hydraulic conductivity? 

The hydraulic conductivity is influenced by a number of factors including: 

- Effective porosity 

- Grain size and grain size distribution 

- Shape and orientation of particles 

- Degree of saturation 

- Clay mineralogy 

13. Write the different field of soil mechanics. 

 (i) Foundation design and construction 

 (ii) Pavement design 

 (iii) Design of underground structures and earth retaining structures 

 (iv) Design of embankments and excavatitions 

 (v) Design of earth dams 

 

14. Write the different types of density of soil. 

 Bulk density 

 Dry density 
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 Density of solids 

 Saturated density 

 Submerged density 

15. Define porosity. 

 The porosity of a given soil sample is the ratio of the volume of voids to the total 

volume of the given soil mass. 

Soils usually consist of particles, water and air. In order to describe a soil various 

parameters are used to describe the distribution of these three components, and their relative 

contribution to the volume of a soil. These are also useful to determine other parameters, 

such as the weight of the soil. They are defined in this chapter. An important basic parameter 

is the porosity n, defined as the ratio of the volume of the pore space and the total volume of 

the soil, 

 

16. What is meant by air content? 

 It is defined as the ratio of volume of air voids to the volume of voids. 

  Ac = (Va/Vv) 

17. Define the term density index. 

It is defined as the ratio of the difference between the voids of the soil in its loosest 

and its natural voids ratio e to the difference between the voids ratios in the loosest and 

densest states. 

It is used to express the relative compactness of a natural cohesion less soil deposit. 

18. Write the index properties of soil. 

 Water content 

 Specific gravity  

 Particle size distribution 

 Consistency limits 

 In situ density  

 Density index 

19. Give the methods to find out the water content of a soil sample. 

 Oven drying method 

 Sand bath method 

 Alcohol method 

 Calcium carbide method 

 Pycnometer method 

 Radiatition method 

 Torsion balance method 

20. Write the four stages of atterberg liquid to solid state. 

 Liquid state 

 Plastic state 
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 Semi solid state 

 Solid state 

21. Write the uses of atterberg limits. 

 These are most useful for engineering purposes are liquid limits, plastic limit and 

shrinkage limits. 

22. Define plasticity. 

 It is the property of a soil which allows it to be deformed rapidly without rupture, 

without elastic rebound and without volume change. 

23. Write the general classification of soil. 

 Particle size classification 

 Textural classification 

 Highway research board classification 

 Unified soil classification and IS classification 

24. Define compaction. 

 It is a process by which the soil particles are artificially rearranged and packed 

together into a closet state of content by mechanical means in order to decrease the porosity 

of the soil and thus increase its dry density. 

25. What are all the factors affecting the compaction. 

 Water content 

 Amount and type of compaction 

 Type of soil 

 Addition of admixtures. 

26. What is the significance of soil mechanics? 

Soil mechanics has become a distinct and separate branch of engineering mechanics 

because soils have a number of special properties, which distinguish the material from other 

materials. Its development has also been stimulated, of course, by the wide range of 

applications of soil engineering in civil engineering, as all structures require a sound 

foundation and should transfer its loads to the soil.  

The most important special properties of soils will be described briefly in this chapter. 

In further chapters they will be treated in greater detail, concentrating on quantitative 

methods of analysis. 

27. What is Degree of saturation? 

The pores of a soil may contain water and air. To describe the ratio of these two the 

degree of saturation S is introduced as 

S = Vw / Vp 

Here Vw is the volume of the water, and  

Vp is the total volume of the pore space.  

The volume of air (or any other gas) per unit pore space then is 1 - S.  

If S = 1 the soil is completely saturated,  
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if S = 0 the soil is perfectly dry. 

 

28. Define plastic limit. 

The transition from the plastic state to the solid state is called the plastic limit, and 

denoted as wP . It is defined as the water content at which the clay can just be rolled to 

threads of 3 mm diameter. Very wet clay can be rolled into very thin threads, but dry clay 

will break when rolling thick threads.  

The (arbitrary) limit of 3 mm is supposed to indicate the plastic limit. In the laboratory 

starting with a rather wet clay sample, from which it is simple to roll threads of 3 mm, 

performs the test. By continuous rolling the clay will gradually become drier, by evaporation 

of the water, until the threads start to break. 

29. Define liquid limit. 

The transition from the liquid state to the plastic state is denoted as the liquid limit, 

wL. It represents the lowest water content at which the soil behavior is still mainly liquid. 

30. What are methods available for determination of k for a soil sample? 

· Constant Head permeability test 

· Falling Head Permeability Test 

· Horizontal Capillary Test. 

 

Part B-12 Mark Questions 

1) Explain the sieve analysis test in detail. 

2) Explain the two methods of determination of the coefficient of permeability in the 

laboratory. 

3) Explain the liquid limit test. 

4) Explain the method of determination of plastic limit in the laboratory. 

5) Explain the procedure of determining the shrinkage limit in the   laboratory. 

6) Explain the Standard Proctor compaction test. 

7) Explain in detail the classification of soil. 

8) Explain the pycnometer method of determination of specific gravity of a soil mass. 

 




